1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (MTLE) is the most common form of intractable epilepsy in adults. MTLE is usually associated with ipsilateral hippocampal sclerosis (HS). MTLE-HS surgery leads to long-term seizure freedom in only about 60% of patients ([@bb0120]). These results suggest that there may be distinct underlying neural substrates associated with seizure generation in a substantial subgroup of MTLE patients ([@bb0045]). They also show evidence that conventional electrophysiological and neuroimaging techniques sometimes fail to infer the location and/or the extension of the epileptogenic zone (EZ) ([@bb0035]). In this context, neuroimaging techniques such as ^18^F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (^18^F-FDG-PET) and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) can provide further insight into the pathophysiology of MTLE-HS.

In MTLE, ^18^F-FDG-PET helps to identify the epileptogenic temporal lobe in 70% to 90% of patients ([@bb0140]). However, the hypometabolism depicted by ^18^F-FDG-PET is typically larger than the presumed EZ and sometimes extends to remote extratemporal regions anatomically connected with mesial temporal structures ([@bb0220]). Extratemporal hypometabolism in MTLE-HS could result from the propagation of the epileptic activity from the temporal focus through the epileptic network ([@bb0050], [@bb0195]). It may reflect physiological dysfunction of the underlying temporal lobe and functionally associated regions ([@bb0210]).

On the other hand, DTI can indirectly evaluate microstructural changes in the white matter (WM), thus allowing the integrity of WM tracts to be assessed ([@bb0020]). DTI findings in MTLE-HS include decreased fractional anisotropy (FA) and increased mean diffusivity (MD) in the temporal lobe ([@bb0100]). However, these changes are not confined to the involved temporal lobe, but rather involve an extensive bilateral temporal and extratemporal network of WM structures. WM alterations in DTI have been described in the frontal lobe, parieto-occipital cortices, corpus callosum and cingulum ([@bb0005], [@bb0080], [@bb0070], [@bb0095], [@bb0100], [@bb0105], [@bb0145], [@bb0160], [@bb0175]). It is unclear whether the WM diffusivity changes topographically coincide with cortical hypometabolism observed in ^18^F-FDG-PET in MTLE.

We hypothesized that ^18^F-FDG-PET and DTI could provide complementary information. Both techniques could reflect two basic aspects of the pathophysiological changes (epileptic network) related to the MTLE: the metabolic cortical dysfunction (^18^F-FDG-PET) and the subcortical WM microstructural abnormalities (DTI) related to the generation and propagation of the epileptic activity. In this study, to better understand the regional extent of the metabolic and microstructural abnormalities in MTLE, we explored spatial relationship between ^18^F-FDG-PET and DTI findings in a homogeneous group of patients with MTLE-HS. Our aims were (i) to describe the extent of the metabolic abnormalities found in patients with MTLE-HS in ^18^F-FDG-PET; (ii) to study the microstructural changes across the WM of the entire brain; and (iii) to compare the pattern of WM alterations in DTI and cortical glucose hypometabolism in ^18^F-FDG-PET. Single-subject and group-level voxel-based analyses of ^18^F-FDG-PET and DTI data were applied.

2. Materials & methods {#s0010}
======================

2.1. Subjects {#s0015}
-------------

The study population included 21 patients (13 women, mean age 36.14 years ± 10.79, range 18 to 60 years) with MTLE-HS admitted to our epilepsy unit for presurgical evaluation between 2009 and 2011 (See [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). All the patients underwent long-term video-EEG monitoring, 3T magnetic resonance imaging with a specific epilepsy protocol, DTI, and ^18^F-FDG-PET. To be included in the study patients should have evidence of unilateral HS on MRI. Also, the seizure semiology and the ictal EEG pattern should be consistent with MTLE. Mean age at onset of the epilepsy was 15.85 years and mean duration of epilepsy was 20.28 years. All patients had been seizure-free for a minimum of 24 h prior to DTI and PET scan. PET scan was acquired within a few weeks after presurgical evaluation.

The control group for quantitative analysis of ^18^F-FDG-PET included 30 healthy volunteers (15 women and 15 men, mean age 37.8 years ± 8.79, range 23 to 54 years) from our clinical database. For quantitative analysis of DTI, an identical DTI protocol was performed in another 30 healthy volunteers (15 women and 15 men, mean age 32.6 years ± 6.55 years, range 27 to 53 years). None of them had neurological or psychiatric disorders.

The distribution of age was not different between groups (ANOVA using IBM SPSS Statistics v19). Written informed consent was obtained from all participants, and the study was approved by our hospital\'s ethics committee.

2.2. Image acquisition and processing {#s0020}
-------------------------------------

### 2.2.1. ^18^F-FDG-PET {#s0025}

Images were acquired in 3-dimensional mode with Siemens PET/CT Biograph equipment (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with an ECAT EXACT HR + BGO PET and an helicoidal CT scanner (Somatom, Emotion) for attenuation correction. Patients were required to rest quietly in a dimly lit room during the 40 min following ^18^F-FDG intravenous administration of about 5 MBq/kg. Subsequently, 35 tomographic attenuation-corrected brain sections were obtained in all projections (2.47 mm slice thickness), using a standard 11-min routine (1 min for transmission and 10 min for emission tomography). Ordered subset expectation maximization (OSEM) algorithm (16 subsets and 6 iterations) was used for PET data reconstruction with a matrix of 128 × 128 × 64 and 2.6 × 2.6 × 2.4 mm^3^ voxel size. All the patients were recorded on the same scanner. Simultaneous-EEG during FDG uptake was not performed. In order to ensure that the studies were acquired during the interictal state the patients were supervised by trained personal from our epilepsy unit at all times during the performance test. In addition, patients were requested to report whether they had experienced their typical auras/seizures during scanning.

For voxel-based analysis, data were analyzed using Statistical Parametric Mapping 8 (SPM8, Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology) running on Matlab 8.0. All ^18^F-FDG-PET images, including normal control scans, were spatially normalized into an in-house ^18^F-FDG template. This template was obtained from the PET scans of our 30 control subjects were spatially normalized to the SPM standard \[15O\]-H2O PET template, using the algorithm provided with SPM8. An intensity normalization was also applied to the spatially normalized studies using a previously described method ([@bb0155]). Then, an intermediate ^18^F-FDG PET template was built by averaging these normalized images and applying a smoothing Gaussian filter (FWHM = 8 × 8 × 8 mm^3^). To obtain a new and improved template, the above mentioned image processing procedures were repeated using the intermediate ^18^F-FDG template in the first spatial normalization.

The regional cerebral metabolic rate of glucose utilization (rCMRGlu) of each voxel was normalized to whole brain average of rCMRGlu using a proportional scaling method provided in SPM8. Intensity-normalized images were smoothed by convolution with a Gaussian kernel of full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) = 8 × 8 × 8 mm^3^.

### 2.2.2. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) {#s0030}

MRI data were acquired at 3T using a 32-channel phase array coil (Magnetom Trio Tim, Siemens Medical Systems, Germany) and parallel imaging with an acceleration factor of 2. DTI was acquired using a single-shot-echo-planar T2-weighted sequence in the axial plane with the following acquisition parameters: TR = 7600 ms; in-plane matrix 128/128; field of view 24 cm; phase of field of view 100%. DTI volumes included 82 noncollinear diffusion-encoding directions with a b-value of 1000 s/mm^2^ and 6 with a b-value of 0 s/mm^2^ (2-mm slice thickness and 2.5-mm isotropic resolution).

The DTI data were preprocessed in the FMRIB\'s Software Library (FSL) software (FSL 4.0, <http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl>). After correcting the eddy current and head motion with the affine registrations of each subject\'s diffusion-weighted images to the non-diffusion-weighted images in the FMRIB\'s Diffusion Toolbox (FDT) 2.0 ([@bb0125]), the non-brain structures were removed using the Brain Extraction Tool, and the FA and MD maps were generated based on the diffusion tensors reconstructed with the DTIfit program. As a result, MD and FA maps were created in the same space as the b = 0 image volume of the original DTI acquisition.

For voxel-based analysis, data were analyzed using SPM8. The FA and MD maps were spatially normalized to a standard template using DARTEL. Prior to statistical analysis, FA and MD maps were smoothed to a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm to minimize individual variability, improve the normality of data distribution and reduce false positives.

2.3. Statistical analysis {#s0035}
-------------------------

### 2.3.1. Single-subject/case analysis {#s0040}

To investigate voxel-wise differences between each patient and the control group a two-sample *t*-test (SPM8) was performed. Age was included in the model as a nuisance variable.

For ^18^F-FDG-PET maps significance threshold at voxel-level was set at p \< 0.001, uncorrected. Cluster significant thresholds (extend threshold) were set at 50 contiguous voxels to reduce type I errors introduced by potential noise ([@bb0055]).

For DTI maps changes at voxel-level with p \< 0.001 (uncorrected) were considered significant ([@bb0200]). Cluster significant thresholds (extend threshold) were set at 50 contiguous voxels ([@bb0010]). Based on the results of previous studies ([@bb0085], [@bb0100]), we selected only FA decrease and MD increase for further analysis. The results were evaluated with the Johns Hopkins University DTI WM Atlas with 50 WM tract labels ([@bb0170]).

### 2.3.2. Group-based analysis {#s0045}

To investigate the relationship between ^18^F-FDG-PET and DTI findings we first computed the differences between the FA, MD and ^18^F-FDG-PET maps of the whole sample compared to their respective control groups. Afterward, we divided the patient group in right and left MTLE groups based on the laterality of HS and the seizure onset zone and performed a similar analysis. A two-sample *t*-test was used to investigate differences between groups. The same statistical thresholds applied for single-subject analysis were applied to group-based analysis. Disease duration was included in the model as a nuisance variable.

Lateralization indexes (LI) of the ^18^F-FDG-PET and DTI mean significant voxels on each hemisphere were computed for the left and right MTLE groups. Asymmetries were calculated as follows ([@bb0190]):$$\mathit{LI} = \frac{\mathit{Left\ Hemisphere} - \mathit{Right\ Hemisphere}}{\mathit{Left\ Hemisphere} + \mathit{Right\ Hemisphere}}.$$

Laterality indices with ≥+0.1 value indicate left hemispheric lateralization and

≤−0.1 indicate rightward asymmetry, and those values between + 0.1 and − 0.1 represent bilateral lateralization. LI varies between − 1 to + 1.

For qualitative visual analysis, the FA and MD maps for whole group, left MTLE and right MTLE group analysis were overlaid on the ^18^F-FDG-PET map (See [Supplementary Fig. S1](#f0020){ref-type="graphic"}).

To assess areas of anatomical correspondence between DTI findings and ^18^F-FDG-PET hypometabolism, we classified the main association WM tracts based on the cortical regions that they most likely connect. For that purpose, we analyzed the superior longitudinal fasciculus, the uncinate fasciculus, the inferior longitudinal fasciculus, and the cingulum. We also analyzed the corpus callosum and its connected gray matter regions in the frontal lobe (forceps minor) and in the parieto-occipital lobes (forceps major). We examined if the cortical regions connected by the selected tracts coincided with hypometabolic regions on each single-subject. To identify the tracts of interest and the cortical regions that they connected we register each single-subject FA-decrease map onto the Johns Hopkins University DTI WM Atlas with 50 WM tract labels available in the FSL software package. To identify the cortical regions that they connected we register the anatomical 3D-T1 weighted scan from each patient onto the above template. Finally, we register the PET hypometabolic findings of each subject to assess the anatomical correspondence between the FA findings and ^18^F-FDG-PET hypometabolism. We analyzed the proportion/percentage of patients that showed coincidence of decreased FA and hypometabolism over each cortical region tract-related (See [Supplementary Fig. S2](#f0025){ref-type="graphic"}).

### 2.3.3. Group analysis based on the extension of ^18^F-FDG-PET hypometabolism {#s0050}

Based on the extension of the temporal lobe ^18^F-FDG-PET hypometabolism, we divided the patients in anterior, middle, and posterior temporal groups. In the anterior group the hypometabolism was confined to the anterior third of the temporal lobe (3--4 cm from the temporal pole). In the middle group the metabolic deficit extended from the anterior third of the temporal lobe to an imaginary plane perpendicular to the major axis of the temporal lobe that cross through the Heschl\'s gyrus. The posterior group was composed for those patients whose hypometabolism extended from the anterior third of the temporal pole to beyond the imaginary plane described above. The extension of the temporal hypometabolism was visually assessed by a nuclear medicine specialist (XS) and to be included in each group at least one local maxima voxel should be present in the cluster at that location.

To analyze whether these groups differed in terms of the distribution of the microstructural abnormalities on DTI, we performed a one-sample *t*-test to determine common WM changes in each group. Resultant maps were thresholded at p \< 0.001 (uncorrected) with an extend threshold of 50 contiguous voxels. Disease duration was included in the model as a nuisance variable.

Lateralization indexes of the ^18^F-FDG-PET and DTI mean significant voxels were computed for the anterior and posterior temporal groups. Asymmetries were calculated as follows ([@bb0190]):$$\mathit{LI} = \frac{\mathit{Anterior} - \mathit{Posterior}}{\mathit{Anterior} + \mathit{Posterior}}.$$

We considered as "Anterior half of the brain" the frontal and temporal lobes, except for the posterior third of the temporal lobe that included in the "Posterior half of the brain".

Laterality indices with ≥+0.1 value indicate left hemispheric lateralization and ≤−0.1 indicate rightward asymmetry, and those values between + 0.1 and − 0.1 represent bilateral lateralization. LI varies between − 1 to + 1.

2.4. Epilepsy surgery {#s0055}
---------------------

After presurgical evaluation, 18 (86%) patients underwent epilepsy surgery. Three patients (8, 10, and 14) with left MTLE did not undergo surgery due to a high risk of memory decline.

Resections that included tissue more than 4 cm from the temporal pole were classified as extended anterior temporal lobectomy.

3. Results {#s0060}
==========

3.1. Single-subject voxel-based analysis {#s0065}
----------------------------------------

### 3.1.1. ^18^F-FDG-PET data {#s0070}

SPM analysis of ^18^F-FDG-PET images showed a significant temporal hypometabolism ipsilateral to the HS in all patients. Additionally, ^18^F-FDG-PET found extratemporal hypometabolism in all patients. Extratemporal hypometabolism was bilateral in 17 (81%) patients and ipsilateral to the seizure focus in 4 (19%) patients. The most common location of extratemporal hypometabolism was the frontal lobe (90% of patients), followed by the cingulate gyrus (86% of patients), and the insula (57% of patients). Hypometabolism was also detected in the basal ganglia (caudate) (n = 10 (48%)), thalamus (n = 9 (43%)), mesial parietal region (precuneus) (n = 6 (29%)), and occipital inferomedial cortex (n = 6 (29%)) (For information about laterality see [Supplementary Table S1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### 3.1.2. DTI data {#s0075}

We detected widespread decreases in FA and increases in MD bilaterally (See [Supplementary Table S2](#ec0010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The spatial pattern of WM FA and MD abnormalities varied among patients. In general, we found DTI abnormalities in WM tracts directly connected to the ipsilateral hippocampus, such as the cingulum (100%) and fornix (62%), but we also found changes in DTI parameters in closely connected tracts such as the uncinate fasciculus (67%) and the inferior longitudinal fasciculus (100%). Furthermore, we detected DTI abnormalities in WM tracts that do not originate in or pass through the temporal lobe, such as the external capsule (100%), corona radiata (100%), internal capsule (90%), and corpus callosum (100%).

3.2. Group-based voxel-based analysis {#s0080}
-------------------------------------

### 3.2.1. ^18^F-FDG-PET data {#s0085}

Group analysis revealed significant hypometabolism in temporal lobes bilaterally, bilateral inferior frontal gyrus, bilateral insula, bilateral posterior cingulum/precuneus, precentral bilateral region and left angular gyrus.

Patients with left MTLE showed significant hypometabolism in the left inferior frontal gyrus, left anterior and middle temporal gyrus, left insula, left angular gyrus, left orbitofrontal cortex, left and right precentral gyrus, lent and right thalamus, brainstem, and right inferior frontal gyrus. The laterality index for this group was 0.53 indicating leftward asymmetry.

Patients with right MTLE showed significant hypometabolism mainly in the right insula, right temporal lobe, right postcentral gyrus, and right and left inferior frontal gyrus (operculum) and temporo-occipital region. The laterality index for this group was -0.34 indicating rightward asymmetry (For further details see [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}, and [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}).

### 3.2.2. DTI data {#s0090}

Decreased FA was found in the uncinate fasciculus, inferior longitudinal fasciculus, external capsule, posterior cingulum, superior longitudinal fasciculus, anterior corpus callosum, and the corticospinal tract, bilaterally. Increased MD was found on the same WM structures as the FA had shown significant decreases.

Patients with left MTLE showed significant decreased FA in the left superior and inferior longitudinal fasciculus, left external capsule, bilateral uncinate fasciculus and left posterior cingulum/splenium. The mean decreased FA laterality index was 0.26 indicating leftward asymmetry (For further details see [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, and [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}).

Significant increase in MD was mainly found in the left superior longitudinal fasciculus, forceps minor, inferior longitudinal fasciculus, external capsule and pyramidal tract. The mean increased MD laterality index was 0.33 indicating leftward asymmetry (For further details see [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, and [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}).

In right MTLE patients, a significant decrease in FA was found mainly in the right inferior and superior longitudinal fasciculus, uncinate fasciculus, forceps minor, external capsule, bilateral forceps major and left uncinate fasciculus. The mean decreased FA laterality index was − 0.49 indicating rightward asymmetry (For further details see [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}, and [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}).

Significant increase in MD was found mainly in the right inferior and superior longitudinal fasciculus, right uncinate fasciculus, right and left posterior cingulum and splenium of the corpus callosum. The mean increased MD laterality index was − 0.28 indicating rightward asymmetry (For further details see [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}, and [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}).

After visual qualitative analysis, cortical hypometabolism was largely overlying the FA and MD changes in the temporal lobes, bilateral anterior insula, bilateral inferior frontal gyrus, bilateral precuneus and bilateral central and precentral regions (See [Supplementary Table S3](#ec0015){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Fig. S1](#f0020){ref-type="graphic"}).

After semi-quantitative analysis of the anatomical correspondence between DTI findings and ^18^F-FDG-PET hypometabolism, all the subjects showed decrease FA in the inferior and superior longitudinal fasciculus, and uncinate fasciculus coincided with an overlying extensive temporal and inferior frontal gyrus PET-hypometabolism, ipsilateral to the epileptogenic foci. In addition, FA changes topographically coincided with PET-hypometabolism in the frontal lobe (forceps minor \[15/21 (71.5%)\]), cingulum superior projections \[15/19 (78.9%)\], superior longitudinal fasciculus-perisylvian region \[18/20 (90%)\]; parietal lobe (cingulum projections \[14/21 (66%)\]) and superior longitudinal fasciculus-angular gyrus \[19/21 (90%)\]; cingulum anterior \[14/16 (87.5%)\] and posterior \[17/19 (89.5%)\]; and occipital lobe forceps major \[14/21 (66%)\] and inferior longitudinal fasciculus \[16/18 (88.9%)\] (See [Supplementary Fig. S2](#f0025){ref-type="graphic"}).

3.3. Group analysis based on the extension of ^18^F-FDG-PET hypometabolism {#s0095}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Even though all the patients included in the study showed a significant anterior temporal hypometabolism, we grouped patients based on the extent of the ^18^F-FDG-PET hypometabolism in the temporal lobe ipsilateral to the seizure onset. Seven patients were included in the anterior temporal group, 7 patients in the middle temporal and 7 patients in the posterior temporal group. We found no significant differences (Kruskal-Wallis test) in age, age at onset, or duration of epilepsy between the three groups (See [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). The anterior to posterior laterality index for the anterior temporal group was 0.39 indicating asymmetry in the anterior-posterior direction and for the posterior temporal group − 0.04 indicating asymmetry in the anterior-posterior direction.

### 3.3.1. Anterior temporal ^18^F-FDG-PET hypometabolism group {#s0100}

Significant decreases in FA were found in the superior longitudinal fasciculus, external capsule, uncinate fasciculus, corpus callosum (genu) and anterior cingulum, bilaterally.

Increases in MD were found on the same regions that showed FA changes. The anterior-posterior laterality index for FA decrease was 0.31 and for MD increase was 0.58 indicating asymmetry in the anterior-posterior direction (See [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} for further details).

### 3.3.2. Middle temporal ^18^F-FDG-PET hypometabolism group {#s0105}

Significant decreases in FA were mainly found in the superior longitudinal fasciculus, cingulum (anterior and posterior), corpus callosum (forceps major and minor), and inferior longitudinal fasciculus. Also, corpus callosum (genu), external capsule and uncinate fasciculus showed significant increases in MD. In this particular group, DTI abnormalities predominated over the left hemisphere because all included patients had left MTLE (See [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} for further details).

### 3.3.3. Posterior temporal ^18^F-FDG-PET hypometabolism group {#s0110}

Significant decreases in FA were mainly found in posterior corona radiata (precuneus), corpus callosum (splenium), posterior cingulum and superior longitudinal fasciculus, bilaterally. Increase in MD was found on the same regions that showed FA changes. The anterior-posterior laterality index for FA decrease was − 0.07 indicating a trend towards an asymmetry in the posterior-anterior direction and for MD increase was − 0.13 indicating a weak asymmetry in the posterior-anterior direction (See [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} for further details).

3.4. Epilepsy surgery outcome {#s0115}
-----------------------------

To date, 18 patients (86%) have undergone surgery. Fifteen of these underwent anterior temporal lobectomy, and three underwent extended anterior temporal lobectomies based on the extent of the hypometabolism and the ictal seizure pattern. After a mean follow--up of 36 months (range, 12--57 months), 13 (72%) patients are seizure-free (Engel class Ia); two have only infrequent psychic auras (Engel class Ib); one (patient 2) had some disabling seizures after surgery (Engel class Ic); one (patient 13) had generalized convulsions only after discontinuation of antiepileptic treatment (Engel class Id); and one (patient 11) continues experiencing seizures (Engel class IIIa).

4. Discussion {#s0120}
=============

In this study, we found that patterns of white matter alterations and cortical glucose hypometabolism involved similar regions in MTLE. Although changes in DTI were more diffuse, affecting the major WM tracts related/connected to the temporal lobe, cingulum and corpus callosum, an overlap with ^18^F-FDG-PET hypometabolism was evident over the temporal, frontal and parieto-occipital lobes. Additionally, patients with left MTLE showed more extensive metabolic and WM abnormalities than patients with right MTLE. We also found that the temporal hypometabolism pattern was not restricted to the ipsilateral anteromedial temporal lobe structures but extended contiguously into the adjacent lateral and posterior temporal lobe in two-thirds of patients. Also, the pattern of DTI abnormalities varied as a function of the extension of the temporal hypometabolism. WM abnormalities were more restricted to the anterior temporal and frontal lobes when the hypometabolism was located in anterior third of the temporal lobe and more widespread when metabolic abnormalities extended to the middle or posterior temporal lobe aspects.

Extratemporal hypometabolism was very common and usually bilateral. In agreement with previous ^18^F-FDG-PET studies ([@bb0060], [@bb0195], [@bb0220]), extratemporal hypometabolism most often involved the ipsilateral frontal lobe, insula, and cingulate gyrus and, less commonly, the thalamus, basal ganglia, parietal, and occipital lobe. Our results are consistent with the widespread cortical gray matter loss in temporal and extratemporal regions detected by other nonconventional neuroimaging techniques, such as quantitative structural MRI studies based on volumetry, voxel-based morphometry, cortical thickness mapping, and structural covariance ([@bb0025], [@bb0130]). Although the mechanisms underlying extratemporal hypometabolism remain to be elucidated, the deleterious effect of epileptic activity propagation from the EZ through neural networks could result in cell loss and gliosis, and subsequently in metabolic disturbances ([@bb0050], [@bb0195]). Thus---as a consequence of the effect of chronic epileptic activity---, the topography of temporal and extratemporal hypometabolism might reflect the constituents of the epileptic network in MTLE. In fact, patients with left MTLE showed more extensive metabolic abnormalities than patients with right MTLE, which were more restricted to the ipsilateral hemisphere limbic structures ([@bb0110]). The existence of an increased WM connectivity between the left hemisphere and the rest of the brain, probably associated with language dominance, might explain the greater involvement of the left hemisphere ([@bb0135], [@bb0165], [@bb0185]). In addition, left MTLE patients showed a marked hypometabolism over thalamus and the brainstem ([@bb0060], [@bb0220]). Given the projections of the thalamus to the bilateral fronto-central regions, cingulate gyrus, parietal, lateral temporal and mesiotemporal structures ([@bb0030], [@bb0040]), this finding could also explain the bilateral and widespread hypometabolism found in the left MTLE group compared to right MTLE group. Another difference between left and right MTLE patients was the unequal involvement of the cingulum, one of the most prominent limbic white matter tracts, both containing afferent and efferent connections to and from the hippocampus. Meanwhile patients with left MTLE showed a moderate impairment in the anterior cingulate gyrus, patients with right MTLE showed a marked involvement of the splenium bilaterally. This finding support previous evidence suggesting that networks involved in left MTLE and right MTLE are not symmetrical ([@bb0065], [@bb0180], [@bb0225]).

Consistent with previous studies ([@bb0080], [@bb0100], [@bb0175]), DTI abnormalities in our study were not confined to the ipsilateral hippocampus but involved an extensive and bilateral network of WM tracts. We found decreased FA and increased MD in the bilateral limbic system (fornix, cingulum), external capsule, frontotemporal connections, temporo-occipital connections, and corpus callosum. However, as occurred with ^18^F-FDG-PET abnormalities, the distribution of DTI abnormalities was more widespread and bilateral in left MTLE patients when compared to right MTLE patients, in line with previous studies ([@bb0005], [@bb0065], [@bb0095]). Left MTLE patients tend to show a marked involvement of the corpus callosum (genu, body and splenium) that could explain the extensive diffusion changes found in the frontal and parietal WM bilaterally ([@bb0015], [@bb0080], [@bb0105], [@bb0165]), since the corpus callosum represents the most important connection of the interhemispheric propagation of the epileptic activity, connecting both, homotopic and heterotopic cortical regions of the hemispheres. Our DTI results provide evidence that even focal epilepsy disorders, such as MTLE, are associated with highly diffuse, often bilateral, structural and functional disturbances, which could contribute to the development and maintenance of chronic epilepsy. It remains to be established whether these widespread network changes arise as a result of the same initial insult causing HS, if they are subsequent to HS, of if they arise independently ([@bb0205]).

When we compared the patterns of WM abnormalities and cortical glucose hypometabolism, at a group-level, we noticed that both involved similar brain regions. We observed that the cortical hypometabolism was largely overlying the disruption in WM integrity, bilaterally, in cingulum, external capsule, temporal, frontal and parieto-occipital lobes, in agreement with a previous study that found DTI abnormalities co-localized with PET hypometabolism in patients with TLE ([@bb0150]). If we take into account that the hypometabolism involved a network of regions functionally and anatomically connected to the hippocampus, we could think that the pattern of WM changes depicted by DTI may indirectly represent the pathways/framework that coupled the hippocampus to temporal and remote extratemporal regions. In the other way, the exact physiopathology of ^18^F-FDG-PET hypometabolism is still unknown but it seems to represent more than a functional change---potentially reversible---as it is widely associated to changes in WM microstructure---mostly permanent abnormalities ([@bb0075]) ---related to cell loss and axonal degeneration, as shown in this study. Although we cannot draw inferences on any causal or temporal relationship between abnormalities in WM and cortical hypometabolism, our findings show evidence that microstructural changes in WM coincide with gray matter hypometabolism in a widespread network of structures linked to the hippocampus. Further longitudinal imaging studies may reveal the temporal course of WM and gray matter alterations in MTLE.

In addition, the pattern of WM diffusivity alterations found in our sample group could play a significant role in the widespread decrease in connectivity found in MTLE patients ([@bb0090], [@bb0115], [@bb0215]). Previous studies have reported decreased connectivity in MTLE in bilateral posterior temporal and parieto-occipital cortices, perisylvian region, lateral and medial frontal neocortex, posterior cingulum/precuneus and insular cortex ([@bb0090], [@bb0115], [@bb0215]). The decrease in connectivity may account for the deleterious effects of epilepsy including gray matter atrophy, cortical hypometabolism, neuropsychological deficits, and cognitive impairment ([@bb0205]).

We classified patients according to the extent of temporal hypometabolism on ^18^F-FDG-PET into anterior, middle, and posterior temporal hypometabolism groups. We found WM changes on DTI in patients with anterior temporal hypometabolism differed from those in patients with middle or posterior temporal hypometabolism. Patients with only anterior temporal hypometabolism presented more restricted and anterior DTI changes---uncinate fasciculus, external capsule and corpus callosum (genu)---, whereas those with hypometabolism extending to the posterior third of the temporal lobe had more widespread DTI abnormalities involving anterior and posterior structures---superior longitudinal fasciculus, posterior cingulum, corpus callosum (splenium). To our knowledge, this is the first time that the distribution of WM changes in MTLE has been evaluated based on the extension of temporal hypometabolism. Our findings suggest that MTLE-HS is likely to be heterogeneous in terms of functional connectivity at the epileptogenic zone. However, it could be arguable that these results accrue to different patient groups (left and right MTLE) not for patterns of hypometabolism. Indeed, middle temporal hypometabolism group only contains left MTLE patients and posterior temporal group contains right MTLE except one. If this was the case the anterior temporal hypometabolism group (three patients right MTLE and four patients left MTLE) should be comprised by a mixture of left and right MTLE diffusion and hypometabolism patterns. However, the diffusion changes were very restricted to the anterior temporal and frontal lobes and the hypometabolism was very strong over the insular cortex. In fact, this insular hypometabolism could be explained due to more/stronger connections between the epileptic foci and the insula in the anterior temporal hypometabolism group compared with the middle and posterior groups. Further studies with larger number of patients are definitively necessary to elucidate whether the extent of temporal hypometabolism on ^18^F-FDG-PET could be a useful biomarker of the extension of WM microstructural abnormalities in patients with MTLE-HS.

Strengths of this study include a well-defined cohort characterized by patients with unilateral TLE with HS confirmed by seizure freedom of at least one year after epilepsy surgery in most of them. In addition, this study combines two neuroimaging techniques DTI and ^18^F-FDG-PET that measures two different aspects of the pathophysiology of MTLE (structural vs. functional & white matter vs. gray abnormalities, respectively), and consequently providing complementary information. The main limitation of this study is the relatively small sample size, given the number of variables, which are relevant in this context. However, despite the modest sample size, we believe that the homogeneity in the sample recruitment allows a better understanding of the abnormalities found in ^18^F-FDG-PET and DTI in patients with MTLE. In addition, the present study has the character of a descriptive (pilot) study, as is part of large prospective study aimed to get insight into the functional and structural changes associated to the seizure generation and propagation in patients with MTLE.

5. Conclusions {#s0125}
==============

Our study in patients with MTLE-HS found widespread temporal and extratemporal ^18^F-FDG-PET and DTI abnormalities. The pattern of WM changes was consistent with the reduction of glucose metabolism. Moreover, DTI abnormalities differed in function of the extent of the temporal ^18^F-FDG-PET hypometabolism. These findings suggest a variable network involvement among patients with the same pathology and that the extent of temporal hypometabolism could be an indirect marker of the integrity of WM in MTLE. The use of multiple imaging modalities may improve our understanding of the anatomy of the epileptic network and may lead to a better understanding of the diffuse changes in the brain that accompany MTLE-HS.

The following are the supplementary data related to this article.Supplementary Table S1Single-subject voxel-based analysis: 18F-FDG-PET data (p \< 0.001, uncorrected).Supplementary Table S1Supplementary Table S2Single-subject voxel-based analysis: DTI data.Supplementary Table S2Supplementary Table S3Group voxel-based analysis.Supplementary Table S3Supplementary Fig. S1Axial sections of images illustrating white matter alterations (cool colors), corresponding to decreased fractional anisotropy (A) and to increased mean diffusivity (B), and ^18^F-FDG-PET hypometabolism (warm colors) in patients with mesial temporal lobe epilepsy with hippocampal sclerosis (MTLE-HS) compared to controls. Numbers represent the corresponding slice. Right on image is patients\' right.Supplementary Fig. S1Supplementary Fig. S2Sum of values and proportion of anatomical correspondence for each DTI-WM fasciculus and ^18^F-FDG-PET cortical regions. (Abbreviations: Cing, cingulum; CC, corpus callosum; f., forceps; Fr, frontal; Par, parietal; Project, projections; SLF, Superior Longitudinal Fasciculus; Perisilv, perisilvian region; g, girus; Unc, uncinate fasciculus; Orbitofr, orbitofrontal cortex; Occ, occipital; ILF, Inferior Longitudinal Fasciculus; ant, anterior; post, posterior; sup, superior; mes, mesial).Supplementary Fig. S2
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![(*2-column fitting image*). Axial sections of images illustrating white matter alterations (cool colors), corresponding to decreased fractional anisotropy (FA), and ^18^F-FDG-PET hypometabolism (warm colors) in patients with left (A) and right (B) mesial temporal lobe epilepsy with hippocampal sclerosis (MTLE-HS) compared to controls. Right on image is patients\' right.](gr1){#f0005}

![(*2-column fitting image*). Axial sections of images illustrating white matter alterations (cool colors), corresponding to increased mean diffusivity (MD), and ^18^F-FDG-PET hypometabolism (warm colors) in patients with left (A) and right (B) mesial temporal lobe epilepsy with hippocampal sclerosis (MTLE-HS) compared to controls. Right on image is patients\' right.](gr2){#f0010}

![(*1.5-column fitting image*). Axial (left) and sagittal (right) sections of images illustrating white matter alterations (cool colors) corresponding to decreased fractional anisotropy (FA) and to increased mean diffusivity (MD), and ^18^F-FDG-PET hypometabolism (warm colors) in patients with mesial temporal lobe epilepsy with hippocampal sclerosis (MTLE-HS) compared to controls, based on the extension of ^18^F-FDG-PET hypometabolism (anterior, middle and posterior groups). Numbers represent the corresponding slice. Axial images: right on image is patients\' right. Sagittal images: left on image is patients\' right.](gr3){#f0015}

###### 

Patients\' clinical information

Table 1.

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Subject                               Age (y)   Sex   Hand dominance   HS   Onset (y)/duration (y)   Seizure semiology                                      EEG ictal     Surgery      Surgery included ^18^\[F\]-FDG-PET temporal hypometabolism   Follow-up (m)   Outcome\   Pathology
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      (Engel)    
  ------------------------------------- --------- ----- ---------------- ---- ------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------ ------------- ------------ ------------------------------------------------------------ --------------- ---------- -----------------------
  *Anterior temporal hypometabolism*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  1                                     18        M     R                L    16/2                     Nonspecificaura → automotor sz                         L ant T       ATR & AH     Complete                                                     57              Ia         RA (ant), HS

  2                                     34        F     R                L    30/4                     Nonspecific aura → automotor sz\                       L ant T       ATR & AH     Complete                                                     41              Ic         RA (ant), HS
                                                                                                       (Postictal dysphasia)                                                                                                                                                     

  3                                     39        M     R                L    10/29                    Nonspecific aura → automotor sz\                       L ant T       ATR & AH     Complete                                                     12              Ia         RA (ant), HS
                                                                                                       (Ictal speech)                                                                                                                                                            

  4                                     56        M     R                R    47/9                     CPS/automotor sz\                                      R ant T       ATR & AH     Complete                                                     19              Ia         RA (ant) HS
                                                                                                       (Postictal dysphasia)                                                                                                                                                     

  5                                     34        F     L                R    5/29                     Psychic aura → automotor sz → GTC sz                   R ant T       ATR & AH     Complete                                                     55              Ib         RA (ant), HS

  6                                     24        F     R                R    18/6                     Automotor sz                                           R ant T       ATR & AH     Complete                                                     42              Ia         CD (amygdala) & HS

  7                                     44        F     R                R    16/28                    Nonspecific aura → automotor sz → GTC sz               R ant T       ATR & AH     Complete                                                     30              Ia         RA (ant) HS

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

  *Middle temporal hypometabolism*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

  8                                     51        F     R                L    6/45                     Automotor sz\                                          L post T      No           --                                                           --              --         --
                                                                                                       (R dystonic arm; Postictal dysphasia)                                                                                                                                     

  9                                     60        F     L                L    3/57                     Automotor sz\                                          L ant/lat T   ATR & AH     Incomplete                                                   38              Ia         CD type I (neoc) HS
                                                                                                       (Postictal aphasia)                                                                                                                                                       

  10                                    44        F     R                L    37/7                     CPS/Automotor sz → R versive → GTC sz\                 L ant/lat T   No           --                                                           --              --         --
                                                                                                       (R dystonic arm, postictal aphasia)                                                                                                                                       

  11                                    39        M     L                L    20/19                    CPS → complex motor sz                                 L ant/lat T   ATR & AH     Incomplete                                                   47              IIIa       CD type II (neoc), HS

  12                                    31        F     R                L    2/29                     Automotor sz\                                          L ant/lat T   ATR & AH     Complete                                                     16              Ia         RA (ant), HS
                                                                                                       (Ictal speech)                                                                                                                                                            

  13                                    34        F     R                L    30/4                     Abdominal/psychic aura → CPS → GTC sz                  L ant/lat T   ATR & AH     Incomplete                                                   41              Id         CD type I (neoc) & HS

  14                                    35        F     R                L    16/19                    Nonspecific aura → automotor sz → R versive → GTC sz   L ant/lat T   No           --                                                           --              --         --

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

  *Posterior temporal hypometabolism*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

  15                                    34        M     R & L            L    14/20                    Abdominal aura → automotor sz\                         L ant/lat T   ATR & AH     Complete                                                     46              Ia         RA (ant)\
                                                                                                       (Postictal aphasia)                                                                                                                                                       HS

  16                                    20        M     R                R    3/17                     Nonspecific aura → automotor sz\                       R ant/lat T   ATR & AH     Incomplete                                                   18              Ib         RA (ant)\
                                                                                                       (Ictal speech)                                                                                                                                                            HS

  17                                    41        F     R                R    9/32                     Abdominal aura → automotor sz                          R ant/lat T   ATR & AH\    Complete                                                     29              Ia         RA (ant)\
                                                                                                                                                                            (extended)                                                                                           HS

  18                                    33        F     R                R    9/24                     CPS → GT sz\                                           R ant/lat T   ATR & AH\    Incomplete                                                   12              Ia         RA (ant)\
                                                                                                       (L dystonic arm, R nosewiping)                                       (extended)                                                                                           HS

  19                                    34        F     R                R    9/25                     Abdominal aura → automotor sz                          R ant/lat T   ATR & AH\    Incomplete                                                   30              Ia         RA (ant), HS
                                                                                                                                                                            (extended)                                                                                           

  20                                    24        M     L                R    13/11                    Abdominal aura → automotor sz\                         R ant/lat T   ATR & AH     Incomplete                                                   53              Ia         RA (ant) HS
                                                                                                       (L dystonic arm)                                                                                                                                                          

  21                                    30        M     R                R    20/10                    Abdominal aura → automotor sz                          R ant/lat T   ATR & AH     Incomplete                                                   37              Ia         RA (ant), HS
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HS, hippocampal sclerosis; Y, years; M, months; Duration, duration of epilepsy; Onset, onset of epilepsy; Follow-up, postsurgical follow-up; F, female; M, male; L, left; R, right; Ant, anterior; Lat, lateral; T, temporal; CPS, complex partial seizure; Sz, seizure; GTC, generalized tonic--clonic seizure; ATR, anterior temporal resection; AH, amygdalohippocampectomy; CD, cortical dysplasia; Neoc, neocortex; RA, reactive astrocytosis.

###### 

Left MTLE-HS group voxel-based analysis.

Table 2

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  ^18^F-FDG-PET hypometabolism   Decreased fractional anisotropy (FA)   Increased mean diffusivity (MD)                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  ------------------------------ -------------------------------------- --------------------------------- ------ ------ ------ ------- ------------------------------------- ------ ------------ ------ ------ ------ ------- ------------------------------------ ------ ----------- ------ ------ ------ -------
  L inf F g\                     1325                                   0.05(FWE)                         − 50   32     14     30.61   L SLF (F)/forceps minor               24\    0.05(FWE)\   − 54   12     − 4    20.08   L SLF (F)/forceps minor              1250   0.05(FWE)   − 44   32     − 12   13.75
  (opercular)                                                                                                                                                                1457   0.001                                                                                                                  

  L Temporal\                    4260                                   0.05(FWE)                         − 58   6      − 26   30.52   L ILF                                 828    0.05(FWE)    − 40   16     30     13.54   L ILF                                247    0.001       − 48   − 2    36     10.73
  (ant & mid)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  L Insula                       648                                    0.05 (FWE)                        32     18     2      28.35   L EC                                  78     0.05(FWE)    − 32   60     39     14.52   L EC                                 89     0.001       − 20   22     12     9.54

  L Angular g/Lat occipital      612                                    0.05(FWE)                         − 58   − 64   32     20.21   L SLF/IFL                             181    0.001        − 40   − 62   12     8.27    L SLF/IFL                            218    0.001       − 34   − 24   − 10   7.65

  R Precentral g                 574                                    0.05(FWE)                         32     − 24   52     16.06   Post corona radiata/pyramidal tract   118    0.001        28     − 70   28     9.77    R pyramidal tract                    134    0.001       10     − 36   54     7.22

  R inf F g\                     59                                     0.05(FWE)                         58     34     14     15.29   R Unc                                 477    0.05(FWE)    18     26     − 4    12.76   R Unc                                289    0.001       18     30     − 6    7.83
  (opercular)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  L Precentral g                 621                                    0.05(FWE)                         − 52   − 6    48     11.84   L SLF/pyramal tract                   879    0.001        − 42   − 44   36     9.23    L SLF/pyramidal tract                461    0.001       − 18   − 10   72     10.97

  L Orbito-frontal               71                                     0.05(FWE)                         − 24   40     − 24   11.18   L Unc                                 136    0.05(FWE)    26     4      − 4    14.89   L Unc                                65     0.001       − 18   36     − 4    9.25

  Brainstem                      1400                                   0.001                             4      − 26   − 12   10.66                                                                                                                                                                       

  L Thalamus                     681                                    0.05(FEW)                         − 18   0      2      11.28                                                                                                                                                                       

  R Thalamus                     248                                    0.001                             4      − 26   − 4    9.66                                                                                                                                                                        

  L occipital pole               183                                    0.001                             − 34   − 94   − 8    9.51    L IFO/ILF/forceps major               241    0.001        − 28   − 94   − 14   8.27    L IFO/ILF/forceps major              104    0.001       − 32   − 78   0      7.67

  L mid & post Cing              109                                    0.001                             − 6    − 52   24     8.69    L Cing/CC (Splenium)/F. Major         1554   0.05(FWE)    − 20   30     2      12.40   L Cing/CC (Splenium)/forceps major   737    0.001       0      − 38   22     7.28

  L sup F g                      142                                    0.001                             − 6    60     32     8.34    Forceps minor                         374    0.001        0      − 38   22     7.27    Forceps minor                        159    0.001       − 18   32     16     5.75

  R ant Temporal                 83                                     0.001                             62     4      − 26   8.00    R ILF                                 131    0.001        56     − 12   − 26   11.45                                                                                

  R inf F                        54                                     0.001                             42     56     12     7.39    R SLF                                 77     0.001        54     4      − 14   10.61   R SLF/forceps minor                  859    0.001       20     32     4      6.75

  L Basal Ganglia (pallidum)     681                                    0.001                             − 18   0      2      11.28                                                                                                                                                                       

                                                                                                                                       R post Cing                           174    0.001        16     − 46   40     9.68    R post Cing                          79     0.001       12     − 40   30     5.25

                                                                                                                                       R CC/forceps major                    79     0.001        24     − 82   20     9.24    R CC/forceps major                   65     0.001       4      − 42   14     5.43
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

L, left; R, right; Inf, inferior; Lat, lateral; Ant, anterior; Post, posterior; Mid, middle; F, frontal; G, gyrus; T-O: temporo-occipital; Prec, precuneus; Cing, cingulum; EC, external capsule; CC, corpus callosum; Unc, Uncinate fasciculus; IFO: inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus; SLF, superior longitudinal fasciculus; ILF, inferior longitudinal fasciculus; FWE: family-wise error; MTLE, mesial temporal lobe epilepsy; HS, hippocampal sclerosis; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute and Hospital.

###### 

Right MTLE-HS group voxel-based analysis.

Table 3

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  ^18^F-FDG-PET hypometabolism   Decreased fractional anisotropy (FA)   Increased mean diffusivity (MD)                                                                                                                                                                                 
  ------------------------------ -------------------------------------- --------------------------------- ------ ------ ------ ------- ------------------------- ------ ------------ ------ ------ ----- ------- ------------------------------- ----- ----------- ------ ------ ------ -------
  R Insula                       451                                    0.05(FWE)                         34     22     − 16   17.07   R EC                      120    0.001        32     14     6     10.36   R EC                            144   0.001       36     6      − 10   7.24

  R inf F g\                     318                                    0.05(FWE)                         56     34     2      14.57   R IFO/Unc                 355    0.05(FWE)    50     40     8     14.08   R IFO/Unc                       256   0.001       52     20     14     7.28
  (opercular)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  L inf F g\                     204                                    0.05(FWE)                         − 52   36     10     13.89   L IFO/Unc                 133    0.001        − 52   30     − 4   10.49   L IFO/Unc                       89    0.001       − 53   10     20     6.27
  (opercular)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  R Temporal lobe                976                                    0.05(FWE)                         60     2      − 30   12.60   R ILF/SLF                 1169   0.05(FWE)    64     − 20   4     17.61   R ILF/SLF                       976   0.05(FWE)   30     4      − 32   12.42

  R Postcentral g                68                                     0.001                             26     − 32   58     9.77    L Cortical-spinal tract   415    0.001        22     − 26   48    7.25    R post Cing                     65    0.001       10     − 22   32     7.38

  L Precentral g                 36                                     0.001                             − 48   22     38     9.27    L Cortical-spinal tract   378    0.001        − 24   − 22   34    6,97    L post Cing                     52    0.001       − 8    − 22   − 29   7.16

  R Prec/post Cing               798                                    0.001                             14     − 60   16     8.34                                                                              R Corona Radiata                258   0.001       48     − 38   32     6.66

  R T-O                          35                                     0.001                             58     − 60   − 22   7.80    R IFO/forceps mayor       516    0.05 (FWE)   20     − 80   10    14.91   R CC (Splenium)/forceps mayor   148   0.001       10     − 24   28     7.02

  L T-O                          126                                    0.001                             − 50   − 76   − 12   13.11   L IFO/forceps mayor       626    0.05 (FWE)   − 18   − 90   12    14.44   L CC (Splenium)/forceps mayor   145   0.001       − 18   − 44   22     7.03

                                                                                                                                                                                                                 R, L CC (ant)/forceps minor     369   0.001       4      18     20     8.59

                                                                                                                                                                                                                 L EC                            87    0.001       − 27   42     10     6.86

                                                                                                                                                                                                                 L corona radiata                186   0.001       − 34   − 52   16     6.34
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

L, left; R, right; Inf, inferior; Ant, anterior; Post, posterior; F, frontal; G, gyrus; T-O: temporo-occipital; Prec, precuneus; Cing, cingulum; EC, external capsule; CC, corpus callosum; Unc, Uncinate fasciculus; IFO: inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus; SLF, superior longitudinal fasciculus; ILF, inferior longitudinal fasciculus; FWE: family-wise error; MTLE, mesial temporal lobe epilepsy; HS, hippocampal sclerosis; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute and Hospital.

###### 

Group analysis based on the extension of ^18^F-FDG-PET hypometabolism

Table 4.

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                             ^18^F-FDG-PET hypometabolism   Decreased fractional anisotropy (FA)   Increased mean diffusivity (MD)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
  -------------------------- ------------------------------ -------------------------------------- --------------------------------- ----------- ------ ------- ------- ------------------------- --------------------- ------------ ------------ ------------ ------ ------- ------- ------------------------- ---------------------------- ------------ ------------ ------------ ------ ------- ------- -------
  Anterior temporal\         Insula                         L                                      182                               0.001       − 36   4       − 8     15.10                     EC/Uncinate/IFO/Cra   L            1101         0.05 (FWE)   − 28   16      0       31.52                     Uncinate/IFO/Cra             L            69           0.05 (FWE)   − 34   44      − 2     11.72
  group                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

  R                          104                            0.001                                  48                                − 6         2      12.85           R                         1289                  0.05 (FWE)   28           4            − 12   20.14           R                         97                           0.05 (FWE)   14           48           − 4    12.88           

  Ang g/mid-inf F g          L                              140                                    0.001                             − 48        20     40      12.90   SLF                       L                     240          0.05 (FWE)   − 40         − 4    26      16.40   SLF                       L                            56           0.001        − 36         − 42   22      8.53    

                                                                                                                                                                        R                         120                   0.05 (FWE)   40           − 10         24     29.48           R                         43                           0.001        36           16           16     7.26            

  inf F g                    L                              97                                     0.001                             − 4         66     − 6     11.65   CC (genu)/forceps minor   L                     54           0.05 (FWE)   − 10         58     − 8     17.63   CC (genu)/forceps minor   L                            89           0.001        − 6          28     8       9.21    

                             R                              35                                     0.001                             58          28     12      7.93                              R                     158          0.05 (FWE)   16           48     3       20.20                             R                            227          0.05 (FWE)   10           32     0       15.20   

  Ant temp                   L                              141                                    0.05(FWE)                         − 64        − 20   − 22    16.46   ILF                       L                     89           0.001        − 42         8      − 30    11.53   ILF                       L                            40           0.001        − 46         0      − 36    6.98    

                             R                              156                                    0.001                             68          − 30   − 26    9.17                              R                     105          0.001        58           − 4    − 26    13.33                             R                            54           0.001        40           4      − 34    7.80    

  Lingual g                  L                              49                                     0.001                             − 12        − 58   − 8     9.17    Cingulum, ant             L                     102          0.05 (FWE)   − 4          18     16      17.63   Cingulum,ant              L                            137          0.001        − 18         46     4       7.30    

                             R                              37                                     0.001                             8           − 58   0       8.95                              R                     78           0.05 (FWE)   6            18     16      20.20                             R                            105          0.05 (FWE)   16           40     22      12.24   

  Middle temporal group                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

                             Ant & Lat temp (mid)           L                                      3109                              0.05(FWE)   − 58   2       .16     32.40                     ILF                   L            1099         0.05 (FWE)   − 47   17      − 21    17.83                     ILF                          L            237          0.05 (FWE)   − 34   2       40      16.49

                                                            R                                      50                                0.001       64     4       − 24    11.05                                           R            116          0.001        59     − 15    − 24    10.66                                                                                                                

                             Cingulum, ant                  L                                      45                                0.001       − 9    19      20      10.35                     Cingulum, ant/F mi    L            106          0.05 (FWE)   − 16   27      11      16.65                     Cingulum, ant/F mi           L            1204         0.05 (FWE)   − 10   24      20      14.83

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             R            523          0.001        12     22      22      10.94

                             Cingulum, post                 L                                      34                                0.001       − 7    − 37    30      9.42                      Cingulum, post/F mi   L            297          0.05 (FWE)   − 14   − 49    21      17.58                     Cingulum, post (Prec)        L            261          0.001        − 10   − 60    28      10.26

                                                                                                                                                                                                                        R            85           0.001        20     − 46    39      6.42                                                   R            38           0.001        6      − 66    34      6.42

                             Inf F g                        L                                      358                               0.001       − 50   38      4       18.51                     Uncinate/IFO/Cra      L            1023         0.001        − 22   31      − 4     10.63                     Uncinate/IFO/Cra             L            2145         0.05 (FWE)   − 30   44      − 14    12.39

                                                            R                                      157                               0.001       58     36      14      17.41                                           R            123          0.001        17     27      − 10    8.63                                                                                                                 

                             Angular g                      L                                      301                               0.001       − 58   − 66    30      14.36                     SLF                   L            868          0.05 (FWE)   − 38   − 49    36      17.12                     SLF                          L            784          0.05 (FWE)   − 44   − 46    34      16.23

                                                            R                                      30                                0.001       16     − 82    40      16.53                                           R            120          0.001        24     − 36    44      6.76                                                                                                                 

                             Insula                         L                                      298                               0.05(FWE)   − 34   18      4       19.24                     EC (SLF)              L            224          0.001        − 33   − 2     3       10.10                     EC (SLF)                     L            100          0.05 (FWE)   − 30   0       6       18.76

                             Inf occipital                  L                                      123                               0.001       − 26   − 98    − 20    12.37                     IFO, post             L            94           0.001        − 29   − 94    − 14    9.18                      IFO, post/F mi               L            381          0.05 (FWE)   − 14   − 78    4       11.30

                                                                                                                                                                                                                        R            74           0.001        23     − 86    18      10.21                                                  R            117          0.001        12     − 78    4       7.04

                             Sup-mid F g/perirol            L                                      636                               0.001       − 9    19      29      12.52                     Centrum Semiovale     L            104          0.001        − 19   − 38    53      10.67                     Centrum Semiovale            L            65           0.001        − 32   − 34    58      6.84

                                                            R                                      102                               0.001       36     − 22    53      9.02                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

                             Thalamus                       L                                      305                               0.001       − 16   − 2     12      12.43                     ALIC                  L            254          0.001        − 22   27      − 8     9.04                      ALIC                         L            130          0.05 (FWE)   − 16   14      16      19.06

                             Brainstem                      L                                      211                               0.05(FWE)   − 6    − 18    − 14    18.45                                           R            182          0.05 (FWE)   20     23      3       16.97                                                                                                                

                                                            R                                      435                               0.05(FWE)   10     − 28    − 6     18.45                                                                                                                                   CC, genu                     L            258          0.05 (FWE)   − 10   32      4       17.47

                             Caudate                        L                                      65                                0.001       − 14   12      4       11.38                                                                                                                                                                R            95           0.001        4      24      2       12.76

  Posterior temporal group   Ant & Lat temp (mid-post)      L                                      143                               0.05(FWE)   − 58   6       − 24    11.19                     ILF                   L            144          0.001        − 26   12      − 42    12.47                     ILF                          R            1675         0.05 (FWE)   66     − 32    − 4     18.40

                                                            R                                      832                               0.05(FWE)   60     − 28    6       23.34                                           R            544          0.05 (FWE)   42     6       − 34    17.93                                                                                                                

                             Angular/Supramarg g            L                                      107                               0.001       − 36   − 48    36      15.15                     SLF                   L            89           0.001        − 28   − 34    48      9.48                      SLF                          L            76           0.001        − 34   − 60    50      10.09

                                                            R                                      65                                0.05(FWE)   38     − 42    34      25.90                                           R            435          0.05 (FWE)   38     − 54    30      18.20                                                  R            284          0.05 (FWE)   64     − 38    14      12.38

                             PostCentral/Sup Parietal       L                                      400                               0.05(FWE)   − 32   6       44      33.54                     Cra, post/Precun      L            421          0.05 (FWE)   − 16   − 18    38      18.59                     Cra, post/Precun             L            430          0.05 (FWE)   − 8    − 68    36      10.46

                                                            R                                      512                               0.05(FWE)   32     − 22    6       30.86                                           R            241          0.05 (FWE)   20     − 38    38      16.67                                                  R            358          0.05 (FWE)   12     − 64    44      11.42

                             Inf F                          L                                      245                               0.05(FWE)   − 34   54      22      20.19                     Uncinate/IFO          L            208          0.05 (FWE)   − 12   50      − 18    18.83                     Uncinate/IFO                 L            178          0.05 (FWE)   − 28   16      − 8     13.72

                                                            R                                      98                                0.001       46     56      8       15.15                                           R            74           0.001        46     42      − 6     11.28                                                  R            98           0.001        16     26      − 18    8.14

                             Cingulum, post                 L                                      97                                0.001       − 20   − 66    0       13.53                     Cingulum, post        L            123          0.05 (FWE)   − 12   − 42    32      18.59                     Cingulum, post               L            117          0.05 (FWE)   − 8    − 20    34      12.18

                                                            R                                      36                                0.001       12     − 58    10      10.36                                           R            102          0.05 (FWE)   18     − 42    32      18.20                                                  R            672          0.05 (FWE)   6      − 54    22      11.42

                             Lingual g                      L                                      57                                0.001       − 13   − 65    4       9.48                      CC, Splenium          L            135          0.05 (FWE)   − 5    − 21    25      18.63                     CC, Splenium                 L            91           0.001        − 4    − 34    20      9.97

                                                            R                                      128                               0.001       7      − 59    5       11.95                                           R            156          0.05 (FWE)   7      − 25    25      17.98                                                  R            79           0.001        4      − 32    20      10.44

                             Insula                         R                                      63                                0.05(FWE)   36     20      − 4     10.61                     EC/Uncinate           R            151          0.05 (FWE)   36     6       − 12    15.23                     EC/Uncinate                  L            96           0.05 (FWE)   − 26   6       − 2     10.49

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             R            184          0.001        32     12      − 2     7.05

                             Precentral                     L                                      107                               0.05(FWE)   − 36   − 48    36      8.06                      Cra, ant              L            158          0.001        − 26   28      46      12.06                     Cra, ant                     L            44           0.001        − 44   16      46      9.84

                                                            R                                      104                               0.05(FWE)   44     − 10    34      16.36                                           R            102          0.001        22     − 24    50      11.34                                                  R            47           0.01         8      − 8     64      7.28

                             Temp-Occipital                 L                                      124                               0.001       − 38   − 88    20      16.39                     IFO, F mi             L            172          0.001        − 10   − 104   − 8     10.22                     IFO, F mi/Parahip Cingulum   R            154          0.05 (FWE)   12     − 84    12      20.92

                                                            R                                      82                                0.05(FWE)   54     − 64    − 10    15.26                                           R            251          0.05 (FWE)   28     − 98    − 2     14.55                                                                                                                

                             Inf F g                        L                                      339                               0.05(FWE)   − 42   52      4       26.61                     Cingulum, ant         L            77           0.001        − 10   20      22      9.29                                                                                                                 

                                                            R                                      44                                0.001       52     36      12      9.29                                            R            92           0.001        14     22      22      10.34                                                                                                                

                             Basal ganglia (Putamen)        L                                                                                                                                     CC, ant               L            65           0.001        − 5    18      14      9.56                                                                                                                 

                                                            R                                      79                                0.001       28     − 8     0       12.09                                           R            145          0.001        7      18      16      11.29                                                                                                                

                             Thalamus                       L                                      35                                0.001       − 12   18      4       8.22                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

                                                            R                                      54                                0.001       10     − 16    2       7.65                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

L, left; R, right; Ant, anterior; Post, posterior; Inf, inferior; Lat, lateral; Mi, mesial; Mid, middle; G, gyrus; F, frontal; Temp, temporal; Perirol, perirolandic; Supramarg, supramarginal; Prec, precuneus; EC, external capsule; ALIC, anterior limb of internal capsule; Cra, corona radiata; CC, corpus callosum; Parahip, parahippocampus; IFO, inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus; SLF, superior longitudinal fasciculus; ILF, inferior longitudinal fasciculus; FWE, family-wise error; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute and Hospital
